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aQayo e-recruitment solution listed under iSPRINT (Packaged Solutions) - 

Government helps Singapore SMEs in their fight for talent 

 
Singapore, January 24, 2011 – aQayo, the leading provider of Applicant Tracking 
System in Asia, today announced that its e-recruitment solution is now one of the 
software listed under the packaged solutions of iSPRINT (Increase SME 
Productivity with Infocomm Adoption & Transformation).  
 
Under this scheme, Singapore small and medium enterprises (SMEs) can claim up to 
50 percent of the qualifying costs, capped at S$10,000, for the purchase / 
subscription of the first packaged solution listed under each solution category. This 
is subject to fulfilling the SME eligibility criteria and the availability of funds. 
 
aQayo is a software-as-a-service (SaaS) e-recruitment solution offered by Edgilis Pte 
Ltd – a Singapore-based aQayo Gold Partner providing local support, training and 
implementation services.  

 “SMEs who are first-time adopters of talent management software can benefit from 
an easy-to-implement packaged solution to better manage their hiring process, 
recruitment data, and build stronger relationships with their future talents.” said 
Julien Arnaud, CEO, Edgilis Pte Ltd. 

aQayo was designed to help organizations of every size realize their potential to 
meet world class talent and human capital management needs. SMEs can now gain 
all of the competitive advantages of aQayo in their fight for talent, including: 

 Streamlined hiring process 

 Accelerated time to hire 

 Reduced hiring and administration costs 

 Coordinated recruitment activities  

 Stronger employer branding 

New customers can benefit from a full-featured implementation of aQayo for their 
organization free of charge for one month. This solution helps companies set up a 
professional career website and efficiently manage all their recruiting activities, from 
sourcing of candidates to on-boarding of new employees. 
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“This is a great incentive for professionals to take a new look at their recruitment 
processes and find out how to improve them using the latest technology,” said Max 
Armbruster, CEO, aQayo Pte Ltd. “With aQayo, recruiters can save time and build 
better relationships with their talent pool, so benefits become apparent as soon as 
they start using it. We are confident this incentive will increase the adoption rate in 
Singapore.”
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About aQayo 

aQayo is the leading ATS (Applicant Tracking System) in Asia. With easy-to-use tools 
and customization features integrating social recruiting, aQayo offers the fastest 
path to talent management success. As of December 31, 2010, aQayo helps 
approximately 1,800 users build relationships with their companies’ future talents. 
aQayo has headquarters in Singapore, with representative offices in Europe, Middle-
East and Latin America.  

For more information, visit www.aQayo.com  

About Edgilis 

Founded in 2006 and headquartered in Singapore, Edgilis is the leader in 
opportunity consulting. Providing a wide range of services to a diversified client base 
that includes multinationals, technology blue-chips and governments, Edgilis has 
expanded globally and across a variety of industries including electronics, energy, 
environment, finance, infrastructure and transport. Helping leaders “Envision, 
Enable, and Execute”, Edgilis brings entrepreneurial spirit and technological acumen 
to realize new opportunities on behalf of its clients worldwide.  

In recognition of its role as an opportunity creator in South East Asia, in 2009 Edgilis 
was presented with the International Headquarters Award by the Economic 
Development Board of Singapore (EDB). Later in 2010, Edgilis emerged as one of the 
Top Finalists of the Emerging Enterprise Award, which recognizes outstanding small 
and medium enterprises in Singapore. 

For more information, please visit www.edgilis.com.  

About iSPRINT (Increase SME Productivity with Infocomm Adoption & Transformation) 

The iSPRINT scheme addresses the different areas of infocomm adoption for the SMEs, 
making it easy and convenient for these enterprises to seek assistance to help them along 
their infocomm adoption journey for 1st time adopters. It supports the packaged solutions 
pre-qualified by IDA and customised solutions, as long as the project involves the use of 
infocomm technology to improve the company's business operations, resulting in efficiency/ 
productivity, increased revenue or value-add for the business. 

For more information about this scheme and to apply, SMEs can visit 

http://www.ida.gov.sg/sme/isprint 
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